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Employee Care and Feeding
In the last issue of Peiformance Magazine, I
discussed the care and feeding of the
boss. I pOinted out the importance of this
relationship-how it should be nurtured
and how to aggressively keep it in good
repair and in a healthy state. I also sug
gested that one should have a one-para
graph purpose statement for one's job
and should develop a set of accountable
objectives and results that one hopes to
achieve during a given time period.
Discuss these with your boss and keep
that person posted on one's progress.
Such a step would provide a firm fix on a goal and on
achieving it.
In surveys of dozens of large and small businesses, corpora
tions, banks and nonprofit organizations, I have learned
that achievement and recognition are paramount goals of a
wide cross-section of people, ranging from welders and bank
tellers to upper management.
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This gives us our first focal point on care and feeding of our
employees. These higher-level needs are as important in our
business as blood and air are to our physical body. Our first
step, then, as managers of people, is to make sure we recog
nize these needs and properly feed their psychological souls.
Think of all the people who report to you. Ask yourself,
"When was the last time I provided each of them with some
means of positive recognition?"
From there, you might ask each employee to spell out to you
what he or she hopes to accomplish over specific time frame.
Consider your own expectations and make an agreement.
),Iake sure this is a review' process.
Caution: You are analyzing performance, not the person.
One tends to safeguard and preserve one's self-image and
respond qUickly to a personal attack, real or fancied. If you
erred in equating performance with the soul of the person,
you've really pulled a boner. So, keep your focus on per
formance.

Turn Business into pleasure with both
Hilton HHonors® Points & Miles. ®
As a Hilton HHonors' member, ;'ou don't ha\'e 10 choose between
hotel points and airline miles. You earn both for the same stay. At the
Doubletree Hotel at \Varren Place, enjoy our comfortable newly
rell<wated sleeping rooms, caring staff and a warm cookie at check-in,
Start \,our dar with a Starbucks Coffee in our Ilew Starbucb Cafe or
a full buffet breakfast in the \Varren Duck Club.
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It's alwa;'s a pleasure doing business at the Doubletree Hotel at
\Varren Place,
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When reviewing performance, let the employee give his or nals, which are sometimes almost unconsciously made. I
her evaluation first. The employee will likely be more can
suggest that you tune in on these signals if you want to
did and less defensive if he or she has first say. This makes know how your employees feel. Their proper care and
your own evaluation easier when your turn comes. You feeding depend on how well you listen and provide the
must be genuinely interested and able to project this inter
proper nourishment where the hunger is the greatest: self
est when you talk with your employees. Unless you have esteem, achievement and a feeling of worth. . .
their firm support, you're on shaky , - - - - - - - -.. . .- - - - - -....- . - - - - - - - . - -......-----~---. __.........._._.__ _
ground. It's their job to make you suc
cessful and your job to help them
develop and meet their potential.

The Imrnutable Power of

Be sure you never take credit for oth
ers' deeds or ideas. If you take some
one's name off a report, for instance,
and substitute your own and submit it
to your boss, thus receiving credit,
you can be sure the person working
for you will resent the deceit and will
not be disposed kindly toward you in
the future. You are that person's only
key voice to the next higher level of
management. Be sure you properly
represent his or her interest.
Your name is probably well-known in
each of your employees' homes.
Because you're the boss and wield a
fair amount of formal and informal
power, the employee is ever conscious
of your managing style. If you doubt
this, notice at your next company pic
nic, banquet or outing that the
employees' families will immediately
recognize your name.
The employee is limited to subtle sig-
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Northeastern State University/Broken
Arrow and president of Managing For
Success is considered an authorily and F
neeT in the area of slTategic planning and
management. He has published 17 books on
this subject as it applieS to a wide range of
businesses, coUeges and ministries. They
are translated into seven languages.
"Common Sense Management," "Biblical
Perspective" and "An Accountability
Approach" are international best seUns.For
more information on this columnist or to
book him for your next speaking event, con·
tact FIVE STAR SPeakers & Thlinm at
!J1J.641J·(U80 or contact lhlrec@jivestars
peakeTs.com.
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